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Abstract— We introduce the concept of space-time super-
modulation according to which additional low-rate and highly
reliable information can be transmitted on top of tradition-
ally modulated and space-time encoded information, without
increasing the transmitted block length or degrading their error-
rate performance. This is achieved by exploiting the temporal
redundancy introduced by the space-time block codes and,
specifically, by efficiently mapping transmission patterns to
specific information content. We show that space-time super-
modulation can be efficiently used in the context of machine-
type communications to enable one-shot grant-free joint medium
access and rateless data transmission while reducing or even
eliminating the need for transmitting preamble sequences. As a
result, compared with traditional approaches that use corre-
latable preamble sequences or encoded preambles to transmit
the signature information of transmitted packets, space-time
super-modulation can achieve significant throughput gains. For
example, we show up to 35% throughput gains from the second
best examined preamble-based scheme when transmitting blocks
of 200 bits.

Index Terms— Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO),
space-time block coding (STBC), machine-type communica-
tions (MTCs), multilevel codes.

I. INTRODUCTION

AS TELECOMMUNICATION technologies and appli-
cations evolve, a continuously increasing number of

devices require to be connected wirelessly. Such machine-type
communications (MTC) have diverse requirements depending
on the service, the application, and the type of devices that
need to communicate [1]–[3]. These diverse requirements,
together with the expected number of devices to be connected
during the coming years, introduce new challenges and trigger
a need to revisit the current medium access and data transmis-
sion strategies [4]–[8].

One of the main MTC challenges relates to the sporadic
wireless traffic which is expected to dramatically increase in
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the near future [6], [9], [10]. In sporadic data transmission,
a small amount of information is typically transmitted. Then,
the signaling overhead required to connect (and synchronize)
a machine, together with the signaling required for reliable
transmission, can result in severe network underutilization.
For example, for a Random Access Channel (RACH) as
used in LTE/LTE-A, to transmit 100 bytes of data from a
user to the Base Station (BS), the access procedure requires
approximately 59 and 136 bytes of overhead in the uplink and
downlink, respectively [2]. To avoid this overhead, as well as
the delays induced from such an information exchange, recent
research focuses on finding solutions able to simultaneously
handle medium access and data transmission [11]. These
methods are referred to as “one-shot” or “grant-free” trans-
mission [12] or “joint medium access and data transmission
techniques”.

Ideally, a future MTC protocol should enable one-shot,
asynchronous, and highly-reliable transmission, with very
low (or no) signaling overhead. However, reliability and low
signaling overhead are, in principle, competing requirements.
For example, for recovering the transmitted information of
a specific user, it is necessary for the receiver to reliably
identify its identification (ID) information, and, therefore,
the ID information should be protected with very strong
codes, or long preamble transmissions, that involves heavier
ID signaling [13].

In addition to ID transmission, in order to efficiently
transmit information close to the capabilities of the transmis-
sion channel (i.e., close to channel capacity [14]), efficient
rate adaptation that takes place at the transmitter side is
required [15]–[17]. Current rate adaptation schemes that are
based on adaptive modulation and coding require instanta-
neous knowledge of the channel condition and add undesirable
signaling overhead [6]. This overhead can become significantly
higher if information is transmitted over different coherence
times. Applying rateless codes to the physical (PHY) layer is a
very promising way to alleviate the need for this overhead [18],
[19]. However, for the decoding of rateless codes, the receiver
needs to know not only the ID of the machine, but also
the ordered position of the received packet among the entire
rateless-coded packets, which would typically require addi-
tional signaling. In order to avoid long packet ID transmission,
the idea of jointly coding the machine header and payload has
been highlighted for future wireless networks [2]. However,
to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no practical solution
has been proposed so far able to identify machines that
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transmit information in an asynchronous, ad hoc and sporadic
manner.

This work introduces a Space-Time Super-Modulation
(STSM) scheme that enables highly-reliable joint medium
access and rateless transmission, without requiring the trans-
mission of preambles for delivering the signature infor-
mation (SI) of a transmitted packet. In particular, with
STSM, an additional low-rate and highly reliable information
stream (or subchannel) can be transmitted by further super
modulating (SM) on top of space-time encoded [20]–[22]
sequences. The STSM is performed by altering the pattern of
the transmitted space-time encoded packet in a way that the
Euclidean distance is increased between possible codewords
of the highly reliable information stream. As a result, STSM
can be used for joint medium access and data transmission
where useful information is encoded by means of “traditional”
(e.g., rateless) binary codes and SI is encoded by altering the
pattern of transmitted space-time-encoded packet. To the best
of the authors’ knowledge, STSM is the first approach that
allows the transmission of additional flexible rate and highly
reliable information by “encoding” on top of a space-time
encoded sequence and by exploiting its temporal redundancy.
Then, as shown in Section V, STSM can provide more reliable
SI identification compared to the traditional preamble-based
techniques, even in the case of colliding users, but by obviating
the need for machine header preambles. In addition, it is the
first time that such an approach is used to enable “rateless”
coding of payload in MTC and reliable machine header
transmission concurrently with the useful data, resulting in
throughput gains of up to 35% compared to conventional
preamble-based approaches, when a SI of 9 bits, and a
packet size of 200 bits are assumed. To enable “one-shot”
or “grant free” access, prior techniques like [28] or [29],
require synchronous user transmission and unique per-user
access patterns with specific properties (i.e., sparsity) in order
to be efficiently identifiable and decodable, while the technique
in [29] further requires a temporal correlation of the active user
sets. To the best of our knowledge, STSM is the first approach
that can enable user identification for both synchronous and
asynchronous user transmission, and ad hoc (temporal) pat-
terns that are unknown to the receiver. In contrast to traditional,
coordinated/synchronous approaches that may require from
the signal of a specific user to be received at a specific time
instant in order to be identifiable, STSM-aided transmission,
does not require any “time stamps” and therefore, it also
obviates any need for user delay estimation from the access
point. The adaptation of the proposed super-modulation is not
limited to space-time coded systems only. SM can be extended
to any scheme that imposes spatial or frequency redundancy
e.g., when repetition coding is employed.

Since STSM tries to exploit the increase of the Euclid-
ean distance in order to transmit additional, highly reli-
able information sequences of very low rate, it can be
assumed to be a member of the greater family of multilevel
codes (MLCs) [23], [24]. Therefore, superficial similarities
exist between STSM and other members of MLC family.
Still, there are fundamental differences between them.
In particular, MLCs, including Trellis-Coded-Modulation

(TCM) [25], [26] and their Space-Time versions [30], aim the
joint optimization of coding and modulation for minimizing
error-rate and enhancing transmission quality. In particular,
traditional MLC schemes partition information sequence into
component sequences and encode each part by using an
individual encoder. Transmission symbols are constructed by
combining codewords created by each encoder. The indi-
vidual codes are co-optimized for maximizing the minimum
Euclidean distance of the codewords. Then, computationally
intensive joint decoding schemes are required. STSM, on the
other hand, targets the concurrent transmission of two infor-
mation streams, with one stream being of much smaller rate
that can be flexible, without accounting for the particular
coding scheme that can be further applied to these streams.
STSM “encodes” the additional information by exploiting
the temporal redundancy introduced by the space-time codes
and without increasing the transmission length. STSM does
not necessitate any channel coding scheme on top of the
sequences. Still, the two sequences can be further channel
encoded by any known code at any rate. In such a case,
the two streams can be (channel) decoded independently since
the detection process (taking place before decoding), presented
in Section II, can demultiplex the two jointly transmitted infor-
mation streams into two independent ones. In Section V, where
the application of STSM to joint medium access is examined,
the SI is supposed to be uncoded, and the conventionally
transmitted information is ratelessly encoded by means of
Raptor codes.

In the same family of MLCs, Trellis-Coded-Modulation
(TCM) [25], [26] and their Space-Time extensions (e.g., Super-
Orthogonal Space-Time Trellis Codes [30]) also aim the joint
optimization of coding and modulation. On the other hand,
STSM allows the transmission of an additional information
stream of a flexible transmission rate. In addition, while
traditional TCM schemes are based on convolutional codes,
STSM can support any type of channel coding.

Spatial modulation [27] is an alternative, but fundamentally
different approach to transmit additional information to the
conventionally modulated one. In particular, while STSM
transmits the additional information by exploiting the temporal
redundancy of the space-time code, spatial modulation exploits
the spatial dimension (i.e., it selects transmit antennas). When
spatial modulation is applied to systems with small antenna
numbers, in contrast to STSM, the transmit antenna identifi-
cation (and therefore detection of the additional information)
becomes less reliable and the diversity gains are compromised,
resulting in significantly degraded error-rate performance com-
pared with systems exploiting space-time-coding approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the concept of STSM is presented. Section III presents the
design of efficient STSM codewords. Section IV discusses how
STSM can be used for joint data medium access and data
transmission, and in Section V the evaluation of the proposed
approach follows.

II. SPACE-TIME SUPER-MODULATION (STSM)

Typically, the transmission pattern of the convention-
ally modulated symbols after space-time block coding
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(i.e., the phase, the amplitude and the relative position of
the actual and redundant information in the space/time/phase
grid) is unique, predetermined, and a priori known to both
the transmitter and the receiver [20], [21]. Instead of having
such a unique pattern, and as we have first discussed in [31],
STSM allows the employment of multiple but still predefined
sets of Super Modulation Patterns (SMPs). Which pattern will
be transmitted is finally dictated by the additional information
to be transmitted after appropriate bit-to-pattern (similar to
the traditional bit-to-symbol) mapping that targets the max-
imization of the corresponding minimum Euclidean distance
between those patterns. Then, if the transmitted pattern can be
reliably identified at the receiver side, the corresponding infor-
mation content can be recovered and, therefore, a throughput
increase can be achieved.

Various approaches can be used to super-modulate the
conventionally modulated symbols as a function of the cor-
responding SMP as long as the corresponding pattern can be
uniquely identified (i.e., demodulated) at the receiver side.
For example, the SMP can modulate the phase and/or the
amplitude of conventionally modulated symbols, the relative
position of the actual and redundant information (in the case
of space-time block codes), or even a combination of those
parameters. This paper focuses on the case of phase STSM
due to its simplicity and because in contrast to amplitude
modulation methods, it avoids increasing the peak to average
power ratio which makes the detection efficiency very sensitive
to the nonlinear devices of the processing loop (e.g., digital to
analog converter, high power amplifier).

In the rest of this section, the encoding and decod-
ing processes of STSM are presented. While the pro-
posed approach is applicable to any type of space-time
block code, the practical 2 × 2 Alamouti space-time block
code (STBC) [20] is examined, especially since for MTCs a
low number of antennas is expected. The discussion is focused
on low order constant amplitude constellations (e.g., BPSK),
since as previously discussed the Super Modulation (SM)
scheme primarily targets “unfavorable” transmission scenarios.

A. STSM Encoding

The STSM scheme requires transmission in blocks. The size
of the block is assumed to be equal to L channel uses, such
that the corresponding transmission channel can be assumed
static for the block duration. The proposed STSM scheme for
the case of a 2 × 2 Alamouti scheme is depicted in Fig. 1.
For each transmitted STSM block, the bits to be transmitted
are split into two subsets: (a) The Conventionally Modulated
Bits (CMB) and (b) The Super-Modulated Bits (SMB). The
CMB subset consists of the bits which would typically be
transmitted without STSM. These bits are mapped onto con-
ventional complex information symbols S. The SMB subchan-
nel is of lower rate, and therefore of higher reliability than the
CMB, and consists of the additional bits to be transmitted via
the proposed mapping technique. In MTCs, this subchannel is
used to transmit each packet’s signature bits. The SMBs are
mapped onto patterns (SMPs) via an appropriate SMB-to-SMP
mapping. Then, the selected SMP c, which is characterized

Fig. 1. Phase STSM scheme for 2 × 2 Alamouti space-time block code.

by its characteristic SMP vector �c, determines the way that
the conventionally produced symbols (from CMBs) will be
further modulated via SM. After SM, the produced symbols
are space-time encoded to produce Sc which will be finally
transmitted.

1) CMB to Conventional Symbol Mapping: Since for a 2×2
scheme with Alamouti space-time block code B = L/2
channel uses deliver actual information and B channel uses
are related to the same information, 2Blog2 |S| bits can be
mapped onto conventional complex information symbols si,b

drawn from a PSK or QAM constellation S of cardinality |S|,
with i = 1, 2 denoting the antenna index and b = 1, ..., B .
Then, the conventionally modulated word is

S =
[

s1,1 ... s1,B

s2,1 ... s2,B

]T

. (1)

2) SMB to Super-Modulation-Pattern (SMP) Mapping: If C
SMPs are available, log2

(�C�2N

)
SMBs are transmitted per

block with an appropriate SMB-to-SMP mapping, with �C�2N

being the maximum power of 2 not exceeding C .
3) Phase Super-Modulation: Each SMP c is related to

a unique characteristic SMP vector �c of length B . This
vector is introduced to describe how the produced complex
information symbols will be super-modulated. To produce the
super-modulated symbols, it is assumed that each symbol can
be further modulated by using one of the MS M , predefined
super-modulation states. For phase STSM, these states are
pre-defined distinct phase rotations. Then, if c is the SMP
to be transmitted, the symbols si,b , with i = 1, 2 and
b = 1, ..., B will be super-modulated using the SM state
(e.g., phase rotations) given by the b-th element of �c. For
example, if a phase super-modulation scheme with MS M = 2
(i.e., available phase rotations) is employed and if �c(4) = 2,
the symbols s1,4 and s2,4 will be phase super-modulated by
using the second available phase rotation. More specifically,
with phase super-modulation, the resulting symbol is

s(c)
i,b = si,bϕc,b. (2)

For symmetric M-PSK modulations with the minimum phase
distance between symbol constellations being φmin = 2π/M ,
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the phase rotation can be

ϕc,b = exp
{

jφc,b
} = exp

{
j

2π

MS M M
[�c(b) − 1]

}
. (3)

It is noted that the phase rotations are such that the phase mod-
ulated symbols over different b = 1, ..., B do not coincide for
any possible conventionally transmitted symbol. This attribute
makes the different SMPs distinguishable at the receiver side.

It can be easily observed that the maximum number of
the available SMPs is a function of the available modulation
states. In particular, the number of candidate SMPs for MS M

available modulation states cannot be larger than MS M
B .

However, and as described in detail in Section III, increasing
MS M for a fixed B will result in a larger number of SMPs
but of smaller “effective distance” and therefore of reduced
identifiability (i.e., detection quality) at the receiver side.
Therefore, even if a very large number of SMPs is available,
only a subset of them will be finally employed, such that
their “effective distance” is large, and therefore their decoding
quality is high. In other words, the number of bits which can be
efficiently super-modulated, is not determined by the number
of the available SMPs, but by the “effective distances” between
the finally selected SMPs which need to be efficiently chosen
so that the detection quality is high. In Section III, we describe
in detail how such an efficient SMPs selection and mapping
is achieved.

B. Alamouti Encoding and SM Block Formulation

Eventually, according to the Alamouti space-time block
code, the corresponding redundant information for each pair
of the s(c)

i,b symbols over different b indices is calculated as
an orthogonal transformation of these symbols. Then, without
their exact positioning affecting the performance of the pro-
posed scheme, it is assumed that the actual information of the
b-th pair of symbols is transmitted over the t = 2b−1 channel
use and the corresponding redundant information is transmit-
ted over the t = 2b channel use. Therefore, the transmitted
super-modulated word employing the c-th pattern is

Sc =
[

s(c)
1,1 −s(c)∗

2,1 ... s(c)
1,B −s(c)∗

2,B

s(c)
2,1 s(c)∗

1,1 ... s(c)
2,B s(c)∗

1,B

]T

=
[

s1,1ϕc,1 −s∗
2,1ϕ

∗
c,1 ... s1,Bϕc,B −s∗

2,Bϕ∗
c,B

s2,1ϕc,1 s∗
1,1ϕ

∗
c,1 ... s2,Bϕc,B s∗

1,Bϕ∗
c,B

]T

(4)

where ϕc,b is given by (3). Then, it can be easily verified
that the proposed scheme preserves the structure of Alamouti
space-time block code and therefore the corresponding diver-
sity gain.

Example 1: A phase STSM scheme with L = 2B = 8,
nsm = 2, MS M = 2, and BPSK conventionally modulated
symbols is considered. The L = 8 CMBs are mapped onto
eight BPSK symbols per block. Let us assume that SMBs
and CMBs are “01” and “01101001”, respectively. Hence,
the conventional modulated symbols are given by

S =
[

1 −1 −1 1
−1 1 1 −1

]T

Since MS M = 2, 22 = 4 SMPs (and therefore characteristic
SM vectors) are available, allowing the transmission of at

most two SMBs via STSM, or a maximum of a 0.25 bits per
channel use (or 25%) throughput increase. Each pair of SMBs
is then mapped onto a pattern, which is then mapped onto
a characteristic SM vector. For this example, the following
mapping can take place: “00” → c = 1 → �1 = [

1 1 1 1
]T

,

“01” → c = 2 → �2 = [
1 2 1 2

]T , “11” → c = 3 →
�3 = [

2 2 2 2
]T

, “10” → c = 4 → �4 = [
2 1 2 1

]T
.

The selected �c will be used to phase SM the conventionally
modulated symbols according to (3). The exact mapping rule
is later described in Section III. Since SMBs are “01”, the �2
and therefore (according to (3)) the phase rotations ϕ2,1 = 1,
ϕ2,2 = j , ϕ2,3 = 1, and ϕ2,4 = j are chosen. Hence, the SM
word is given by

Sm =
[

1 − j −1 j
−1 j 1 − j

]T

The transmitted STSM codeword, using (4), is obtained as
follows

Sc =
[

1 1 − j j −1 −1 j − j
−1 1 j j 1 −1 − j − j

]T

.

C. STSM Receiver Processing

The transmission channel H consisting of the subchannels
Hm,n, from Tx antenna m to Rx antenna n, is assumed static
for the duration of a block transmission. The received 2B × 2
signal Y can be described as

Y = ScH + N (5)

where N is the 2B × 2 noise matrix consisting of indepen-
dent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), zero-mean, complex
Gaussian samples with variance 2σ 2

n . Then, the maximum-
likelihood (ML) detector of the transmitted word is given by

Ŝc = arg minSc∈W {M(Sc)}
with

M(Sc) = ‖Y − ScH‖2. (6)

and W being the set of all possible super-modulated words.
The above minimization problem typically involves exhaustive
calculation over all possible words, namely, over all possible
transmitted symbols and SMPs, which is typically of pro-
hibitive complexity. In order to reduce Rx complexity, it can
be easily shown after some algebraic manipulations that for a
specific SMP c, the corresponding ML metric M(Sc) can be
expressed as

M(Sc) =
B∑

b=1

∥∥∥Ỹb − ϕc,bH̃S̃b

∥∥∥2
(7)

where Ỹb = [Y [2b−1, 1] Y∗ [2b, 1] Y [2b−1, 2] Y∗[2b, 2]]T ,
S̃b = [

s1,b s2,b
]T and

H̃ = [
h̃1 h̃2

] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

H1,1 H2,1
H ∗

2,1 −H ∗
1,1

H1,2 H2,2
H ∗

2,2 −H ∗
1,2

⎤
⎥⎥⎦.

Then, since the terms summed in (7) are independent of each
other, the corresponding minimization can be achieved through
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the minimization of each term. Therefore, the conventionally
modulated symbols which minimize M(Sc) for a given c can
be calculated as

ˆ̃Sb = arg minS̃b∈S2Mc,b

= arg minS̃b∈S2

∥∥∥Ỹb − ϕc,bH̃S̃b

∥∥∥2
,∀b = 1, ..., B. (8)

The corresponding minimum metric value for the specific
SMP c is hence calculated as

Mmin(c) = min

{
B∑

b=1

∥∥∥Ỹb − ϕc,bH̃S̃b

∥∥∥2
}

=
B∑

b=1

∥∥∥Ỹb − ϕc,bH̃ ˆ̃Sb

∥∥∥2
. (9)

The exhaustive search over all possible constellation symbols
in (8) can be avoided by QR decomposition of the channel H̃
as

H̃ = Q
[

R
02×2

]
(10)

where Q = [
Q1 Q2

]
is a unitary 4×4 matrix consisting of two

4 × 2 sub-matrices Q1 and Q2, R is a 2 × 2 upper triangular
matrix with real-valued positive diagonal entries, and 02×2 is
a 2 × 2 zero matrix. Then,

∥∥∥Ỹb − ϕc,bH̃S̃b

∥∥∥2 =
∥∥∥∥Ỹb − ϕc,b

[
Q1 Q2

] [R
0

]
S̃b

∥∥∥∥
2

=
∥∥∥∥
[

Q∗
1

Q∗
2

]
Ỹb − ϕc,b

[
R
0

]
S̃b

∥∥∥∥
2

=
∥∥∥Q∗

1Ỹb − ϕc,bRS̃b

∥∥∥2+
∥∥∥Q∗

2Ỹb

∥∥∥2
. (11)

The second term in (11) is not a function of the symbols that
need to be decoded. Due to the orthogonality of the code and
using the Gram-Schmidt method to calculate Q1 and R, the
conventionally modulated symbols for the specific SMP can
then be decoded as

ˆ̃Sb = arg minsi,b∈S

2∑
i=1

∥∥∥h̃H
i Ỹb − ϕc,bEH si,b

∥∥∥2
(12)

where

EH =
2∑

k=1

2∑
l=1

∣∣Hk,l
∣∣2 (13)

is the energy of the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
channel. Since the corresponding symbols in each of the sums
in (12) are independent

ŝi,b = demod

{
h̃H

i Ỹb

ϕc,bEH

}
; i = 1, 2; b = 1, ..., B. (14)

where demod {R} represents the typical constellation demod-
ulator (i.e., slicer) which exploits the geometrical properties
of the constellation to find the symbol closest to the point R
and thus avoids performing exhaustive search over all possible
symbols. Consequently, after estimating the corresponding
symbols using (14), the Mmin(c) can be calculated using (9)

for each SMP. Finally, denoting the set of all possible SMPs
by C , the ML solution will appear as

ĉ = arg minc∈C Mmin(c). (15)

For the decoding of the rateless coded information, soft-
information-based sum-product rateless decoder is employed.
From (12) the Log-Likelihood Ratios (LLRs) of the CMBs
can be calculated as

L(si,b) = ln

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

∑
si,bεS0

b

exp
[−

∥∥
∥h̃

H
i Ỹb−ϕ̂c,bEH si,b

∥∥
∥

2

2EH σ 2
n

]

∑
si,bεS1

b

exp
[−

∥
∥
∥h̃

H
i Ỹb−ϕ̂c,bEH si,b

∥
∥
∥

2

2EH σ 2
n

]

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(16)

where ϕ̂c,b is the phase rotation obtained from SMP ĉ (given
by (15)), and S0

b and S1
b are the subsets of possible symbols

that have the bth bit equal to 0 and 1, respectively.

D. Blind CMB Detection

As discussed in Section I, the proposed approach allows to
multiplex two logical (information) subchannels, namely the
SMB and CMB subchannels. Then, the joint optimal detection
of the two subchannels requires the knowledge of the block
size L and the exact SMB-to-SMP mapping function. How-
ever, while the detection of the SMB subchannel is not feasible
without this knowledge, the detection of the CMB subchannel
is still feasible with a performance loss. In particular, it can
be (sub-optimally) assumed that all possible SMPs (and not
only a subset) are employed for STSM. Then, following the
aforementioned detection approach, the candidate vectors of

conventionally modulated information, ˆ̃S
(m)

=
[
ŝ(m)

1 ŝ(m)
2

]T

for each modulation state m = 1, ..., MS M , with a phase
rotation of ϕm , can be detected independently for each b
by (14). Then, the transmitted modulation state is

m̂ = arg min
m

∥∥∥Ỹ − ϕmH̃S̃(m)
∥∥∥2

(17)

and therefore ŝi = ŝ(m̂)
i (with i = 1, 2). This ability to

blindly decode the CMBs can be explored in various ways.
For example, it allows SMB detection from only the receivers
which are aware of the CMB block size and the SMB-to-
SMP function, without preventing the CMB detection from all
users. In addition, it allows the detection of the conventionally
modulated information, even for those users where the initial
assumption of static channel per block does not hold.

E. Complexity Requirements

Typically, the ML detection via exhaustive calculations
of (6) requires 8L complex multiplications to calculate the
Frobenius metric. Therefore, since for nsm bits transmitted via
STSM and a constellation cardinality of |S|, 2nsm |S|L metric
calculations are required, the complexity would be

Jex = 2nsm+3L|S|L (18)

complex multiplications. For example for BPSK modulation,
L = 16, nsm = 4 (i.e., throughput increase of 25%), 1.3 · 108
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complex multiplications are required, which makes such a
decoding approach of prohibitive complexity.

The calculation of (14) for each b = 1, ..., B = L/2
requires 12 complex multiplications/divisions. In addition,
the norm calculation in (9) requires 14 complex multiplications

(if ϕc,b is first multiplied with ˆ̃Sb). Therefore, the complexity
is 13L2nsm complex multiplications, where nsm is the number
of SMBs. However, independent of the number of available
SMPs and for each b value, Mmin can take only as many values
as number of phase modulation states (MS M ). Therefore,
the complexity can be calculated to be 13L MS M complex
multiplications. Then, the complexity of the proposed scheme
can be calculated as

Jp = min{13L2nsm , 13L MS M}. (19)

However, as it is later discussed, the MS M value can be
kept low (e.g., MS M = 2), so the overall complexity is
manageable. For the previous example, the complexity of the
proposed scheme is 416 complex multiplications, which in
contrast to the exhaustive search makes its implementation
feasible. Finally, the corresponding complexity for a conven-
tional Alamouti space-time scheme, over the same block, can
be calculated by (14) as Jconv = 5L complex multiplications.
Therefore, for MS M = 2 the complexity of the proposed
STSM detection scheme can be reduced to only 5.2 times
the conventional one, independent of the number of SMBs.
On the other hand, the need to store the SMP patterns results in
increased memory requirements, which, however, can be kept
small since the patterns consist of integer (and also binary in
the case of MS M = 2) values. For the simulation evaluations
of Section V, MS M = 2 is assumed.

III. SMP SET SELECTION

A. Effective Distance Criterion

In order to efficiently design rules capable of providing
low (uncoded) BER, the determinant design criterion of [32]
is employed. According to [32], the probability of erroneously
detecting the word S(u)

n (consisting of the u-th conventionally
modulated word S and the n-th SMP, see (4)) when S(v)

m has
been transmitted over a Rician channel, is a function of their
“effective word distance”, defined as

d2
(

S(v)
m , S(u)

n

)
= det

{(
�S(v,u)

m,n

)T(
�S(v,u)

m,n

)∗}
(20)

where det{·} denotes the matrix determinant and

�S(v,u)
m,n = S(v)

m − S(u)
n (21)

Therefore, according to the determinant criterion, the min-
imum effective distance over all word pairs should be
maximized. Then, (4) results in

�S(v,u)
m,n

=
⎡
⎣s(v)

1,1ϕm,1 − s(u)
1,1ϕn,1 −

(
s(v)

2,1ϕm,1 − s(u)
2,1ϕn,1

)∗
...

s(v)
2,1ϕm,1 − s(u)

2,1ϕn,1

(
s(v)

1,1ϕm,1 − s(u)
1,1ϕn,1

)∗
...

⎤
⎦

T

(22)

which can easily be verified to preserve the Alamouti
STBC structure and diversity gain. Therefore the matrix

(
�S(v,u)

m,n

)T(
�S(v,u)

m,n

)∗
is diagonal, and the effective distance

can be easily calculated as

d2
(

S(v)
m , S(u)

n

)
=
(

B∑
b=1

2∑
i=1

∣∣∣s(v)
i,b ϕm,b − s(u)

i,b ϕn,b

∣∣∣2
)2

(23)

which is a function of both the conventionally transmit-
ted symbols and the corresponding SMP. Due to (3), for
constant-amplitude, symmetric constellations of M symbols
(e.g., M-PSK) and symbol energy ES , it can be easily shown
that

d2
(

S(v)
m , S(u)

n

)
=
(

ES

B∑
b=1

2∑
i=1

∣∣∣1 − e j (ki (b)φmin+�φb)
∣∣∣2
)2

(24)

where �φb = φn,b −φm,b and ki (b) is the phase difference of
the s(u)

i,b and s(v)
i,b symbols in integer multiples of the minimum

distance between constellation symbols φmin, or

ki (b) =
	
{

s(u)
i,b /s(v)

i,b

}
φmin

(25)

which is a function of the corresponding traditionally modu-
lated symbols. The target is to find the set of SMPs which
maximize the minimum d2

(
S(v)

m , S(u)
n

)
, over any word pair

belonging into the set, independently of the conventionally
modulated symbols. In this direction, it can be easily verified
that

I(m,n)(b) = min
k(b)=0,...,M−1

{∣∣∣1 − e j (k(b)φmin+�φb)
∣∣∣2
}

(26)

=
{∣∣1 − e j�φb

∣∣2, |�φb|≤ φmin
2 = π

M∣∣1 − e j (φmin−|�φb|)∣∣2, else
. (27)

Therefore, the minimum distance between the m-th and
n-th pattern is

d2
min (m, n) = d2

min (n, m) =
(

2ES

B∑
b=1

I(m,n)(b)

)2

(28)

Then, according to the determinant criterion, for specific
number of SMBs nsm and block size L, the employed subset
Cnsm of SMPs of size 2nsm should be the one maximiz-
ing the minimum d2

min (m, n) over SMP pairs. Equivalently,
the selected set of SMPs should be the one maximizing

D2 =
(

min
m,n∈Cnsm ;m 	=n

{
2ES

B∑
b=1

I(m,n)(b)

})2

(29)

From the above equations, it becomes apparent that increasing
the size of a block, while keeping all the other parameters
fixed, can result in increased minimum effective distance and
therefore improved STSM codeword detection performance.
Also, from (29), it becomes apparent that in order to efficiently
utilize the available block length, each b = 1, ..., B should
have at least two states. Otherwise the corresponding I(m,n)(b)
values will be always zero, resulting in smaller D2.

Reducing the word detection error rate does not necessarily
result in lower bit error rate (BER). To achieve this, and as
discussed later in detail, an efficient SMB-to-SMP mapping
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is necessary requiring the SMPs with the smaller effective
distances (and therefore of larger probability of appearance)
to differ in as less bits as possible, similar to Gray coding.

B. SMP Set Selection and SMB-to-SMP Mapping

Finding the SMP function which maximizes D2 is a non-
linear optimization problem, involving B values as well as
the number of available states MS M (and therefore the cor-
responding available phases) per characteristic pattern vector
element b. Solving this optimization problem is a very tedious
task not only analytically but also numerically. In particular,
for a block length of L = 2B , MS M available states and nsm

bits to be transmitted via phase STSM, there are

(
MS M

L
2

2nsm

)
=

(
MS M

L
2

)
!(

MS M
L
2 − 2nsm

)
! (2nsm )!

(30)

candidate SMP subsets. For example, even for very small
block sizes e.g., L = 16, with MS M = 2 and nsm = 3,
there are 4.09 × 1014 possible subsets. Since, as discussed,
the optimal set of SMPs is difficult to find, a practical SMP
selection and an efficient SMB-to-SMP mapping approach is
herein proposed which can always guarantee a high effective
distance (however not necessarily optimal). For MS M available
modulation states and a block size of L = 2B , a number of
log2 MS M bits can be mapped onto each SMP element. Then,
if the transmission of nsm via phase STSM is targeted, each of
the nsm bits can be redundantly appear Blog2 MS M/nsm times
in each pattern, which can increase its identifiability at the
receiver side. However, increasing MS M , reduces the minimum
non-zero �ϕb (see (3)) and therefore the minimum non-zero
I(m,n) which affects negatively on the identifiability. However,
it can be easily verified that the negative effect (on the D2)
when reducing �ϕb tends to be larger than the resulting gain
after repetitively combining the sub-patterns.

For example, for BPSK modulation, if MS M = 2, B = 4,
and nsm = 2, only one bit can be mapped onto each of the
B SMP elements, and each bit can be redundantly appear
B/nsm = 2 times to increase its detection reliability at the
receiver side. In order to maximize the non-common elements
for the transmission of two SMB bits, and therefore minimize
the number of zero Im,n terms, the following mapping can be
used: “00” → �1 = [

1 1 1 1
]T , “01” → �2 = [

1 2 1 2
]T ,

“11” → �3 = [
2 2 2 2

]T
, “10” → �4 = [

2 1 2 1
]T

, where
each element of SMP represents one of the MS M = 2 possible
modulation states. It can be observed that, unavoidably, two
of the elements will be equal resulting in zero I (m,n). Hence,
for ES=1,

d2
min (m, n) =

(
2

4∑
b=1

I(m,n)(b)

)2

≥
(

2

(
2 · 0 + 2min

m,n

{
Im,n

}))2

= 16

(
min
m,n

{
Im,n

})2

= 16

(∣∣∣1 − e j π
2

∣∣∣2
)2

= 64.

(31)

For MS M = 4, two bits can be mapped onto each of the
SMP elements and an example SMB-to-SMP mapping can
be “00” → �1 = [

1 1 1 1
]T , “01” → �2 = [

2 2 2 2
]T ,

“11” → �3 = [
3 3 3 3

]T , “10” → �4 = [
4 4 4 4

]T ,
allowing for all the Im,n terms to be non-zero. Thus, similar
to the MS M = 2 case,

d2
min (m, n) =

(
2

4∑
b=1

I ′
(m,n)(b)

)2

≥
(

2

(
4min

m,n

{
I ′

m,n
}))2

= 64

(
min
m,n

{
I ′

m,n
})2

= 64

(∣∣∣1 − e j π
4

∣∣∣2
)2

≈ 21.96. (32)

Consequently, we can come up with the practical guideline
that for efficient SM transmission, the number of modulation
states employed by SMPs should be kept minimum, but not
less than two as discussed before. Based on this practical
assumption, the case of MS M = 2 is considered in the rest
of this paper. For MS M = 2 available states, two ϕc,b values
exist (0 and π/M) and therefore I(m,n)(b) can only take the
values

I(m,n)(b) =
⎧⎨
⎩

Imin = 0, �ϕb = 0

Imax =
∣∣∣1 − e j π

M

∣∣∣2, �ϕb = π
M

(33)

Therefore, increasing the Hamming distance between the pos-
sible SMPs, is equivalent to increasing their effective distance.
Based on this observation, a simple and efficient SMB-to-
SMP mapping is proposed which is an extension of the
typical Gray coding for M-PSK schemes to the phase STSM
case. In particular, in order to map nsm bits onto SMPs,
a Gray coding approach similar to that of the nsm-PSK case.
Therefore, consequent symbols are allowed to differ only in
one bit. The mapping function between the i -th symbol and
the vector of bits (b) to be mapped onto this symbol is defined
by G(MSM ) (i) = bT . If m is the modulus and r the reminder
after the division B/nsm (i.e., m = mod [B, nsm] and r =
rem [B, nsm]), any �i with i = 1, ..., 2nsm is constructed as
follows

�i=
[
G

(MSM)
(i), ..., G

(MSM )
(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸

m times

G(r)

(
mod

[
i −1, 2r

]+1
)]T

+1.

(34)

This kind of mapping not only allows reaching large D2

values, but also results in low BER performance since each
of the most possible word errors (over consequent SMPs)
results in only one bit error. In addition, increasing the block
size, while keeping nsm fixed, increases the D2 and therefore,
reduced the SMP error-rate.

Example 2: A phase STSM scheme with L = 2B = 10,
nsm = 2, MS M = 2, and BPSK conventionally modulated
symbols is considered. For modulating two bits (according to
Gray coding for BPSK), G(2) (1) = [

0 0
]
, G(2) (2) = [

0 1
]
,
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Fig. 2. Transmission of ratelessly coded information packets for multiuser systems in collision-free environment.

G(2) (3) = [
1 1
]
, G(2) (4) = [

1 0
]
, while for modulating one

bit G(1) (1) = 0 and G(1) (2) = 1. Hence, the following SMB-
to-SMP mapping takes place “00” → �1 = [

1 1 1 1 1
]T ,

“01” → �2 = [
1 2 1 2 2

]T , “11” → �3 = [
2 2 2 2 1

]T ,

“10” → �4 = [
2 1 2 1 2

]T . If SMBs and CMBs are given
by “01” and “0110100101”, respectively, the conventional
modulated symbols are given by

S =
[

1 −1 −1 1 1
−1 1 1 −1 −1

]T

and the �2 is chosen. Hence, the SM word is given by

Sm =
[

1 − j −1 j j
−1 j 1 − j − j

]T

The transmitted STSM codeword, using (4), is obtained as
follows

Sc =
[

1 1 − j j −1 −1 j − j j − j
−1 1 j j 1 −1 − j − j − j − j

]T

.

IV. STSM FOR JOINT MEDIUM ACCESS AND

RATELESS DATA TRANSMISSION

This section describes how STSM can be used in the
context of MTC for one-shot, grant-free joint medium access
and rateless data transmission, obviating the need for any
registration process. The scenario considered here assumes
multiple machines that want to communicate with a cen-
tral access point. However, the approach can be extended
to machines that communicate with each other in a non-
centralized way (e.g., ad-hoc machine-type networks). It is
also assumed that the transmission is ratelessly encoded and,
therefore, the only feedback required is the ACK signals, that
can also be eliminated if, instead of increasing throughput,
we target increasing the probability of correct detection for
a given number of transmissions. In the presence of ACK
signals, we assume that they are transmitted via a dedicated
control channel similar to [38], and that they are perfectly
received. Our proposed scheme is not restricted to systems that
use rateless, or any other specific family of codes. In practice,
there is a plethora of ways to combine and detect the received
information [33] (see Fig. 2). Still, rateless coding appears to
be one of the most promising ones and, thus, it is employed
here [34].

In this direction, and without loss of generality, we have here
employed Raptor codes [35] since they are among the most
widely used in the literature and among the most practical

due to their low complexity, belief-propagation-based decod-
ing. The coded information is modulated, space-time-encoded
and transmitted in sets of blocks of a size of L symbols,
as shown in Fig. 2. In rateless systems, the transmitted
information packets need to be small to avoid transmitting
unnecessary bits. Each machine can transmit the blocks either
in a continuous manner, or in a random way, since the
proposed approach supports both kinds of transmission. Each
machine continues transmitting blocks related to the same
information sequence, until it receives an ACK from the access
point that the corresponding information sequence has been
decoded.

To decode the received information the access point needs
to know the ID of the machine that transmitted the packet,
as well as its relative position in the encoded sequence (see
Fig. 2) in order to efficiently combine it. Therefore, together
with each packet, some signature information (SI) needs to be
transmitted. In the examined case, this SI consists of two parts.
The first set of nid bits provides the ID of the transmitting
machine and the second set of ns bits is used to provide the
order of the transmitted packet in the encoding sequence. The
nid bits can be either preallocated to machines or they can be
randomly selected as in the case of mobile RACH. The way to
allocate them and the corresponding consequences are beyond
the scope of this work.

Several approaches can be used to transmit all or part
of the signature bits. The first approach transmits a pream-
ble (or header) before each data packet, with the preamble
bits being encoded with some low rate code. Since advanced
channel codes like LDPC codes are not appropriate for such
small packet lengths, here traditional convolutional coding is
assumed. In addition, for STSM to be applied, it is assumed
that the coded packets are also space-time-encoded. A second
approach, originates from the approaches currently employed
in LTE, where the mobile RACH transmits dedicated preamble
sequences that are orthogonal to each other. Similarly to
mobile (LTE) RACH, preambles based on Zadoff-Chu (ZC)
sequences are considered here. In the mobile RACH of the
current LTE system, the eNodeB serves UEs with 64 fixed
preambles [36], [37]. The corresponding sizes of preambles
can support the number of bits to be mapped. Specifically,
to transmit q bits, it is required to map them to 2q sequences
of a length of at least 2q transmission samples. Instead of using
ZC sequences, one can use binary sequences with good cross-
correlation properties that are based on the Gold Codes (GC),
as has been proposed in [38] for transmitting ACK signals. All
the aforementioned approaches require transmitting preambles,
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that as shown in Section V can significantly limit the achiev-
able rate. Instead, the SMBs of STSM can be used to transmit
part of or the whole SI, reducing or even eliminating the need
for preambles. The trade-offs between these approaches are
evaluated in Section V.

For evaluating the gains of STSM over preamble-based
approaches, perfect channel estimation and synchronization
are herein assumed, for all the evaluated schemes. In practice,
however, short pilot sequences will need to be transmitted
from each machine to the access point, for synchronization
and channel estimation purposes, typically, as part of each
transmitted packet. This pilot overhead, which is inherent of
any practical coherent system, and it is not an overhead specifi-
cally related to STSM, is generally required from all examined
schemes, and is typically small compared to the SI preamble
overhead (please note that, for AWGN noise, the variance
of optimal, unbiased estimators typically decreases by a fac-
tor of two any time pilot sequence increases by the same
factor) [39]. In addition, the corresponding channel estima-
tion error can be well approximated as additional AWGN
noise [39], the variance of which depends only on the estimator
and not on the employed method to transmit the SI bits.
Therefore, the channel estimation error results in an error-rate
degradation common to all the examined schemes. While
the design of appropriate pilot sequences and estimation
algorithms, and the evaluation of their performance is a very
interesting topic, it is still beyond the scope of this work.

V. EVALUATION

Here, the concept of STSM is validated and its performance
is evaluated via simulations. In Section V-A, it is shown
that STSM enables the transmission of an additional low-
rate and highly reliable information stream (i.e., SMB) on top
of traditionally modulated and space-time encoded informa-
tion stream (i.e., CMB), resulting in a significant throughput
increase (e.g., 20% for transmitting blocks of 100 bits) without
practically affecting the average transmitted error-rate. In the
same section, it is shown that the reliability of SMBs can
be consistently increased by increasing the block size L or
reducing the SMBs nsm , validating our SMB-to-SMP map-
ping. In addition, it is shown that when decoding the CMBs
independently of the SMBs (i.e., blind STSM detection) this
would entail a performance loss of about 1 dB only.

In Section V-B, the application of STSM in the context of
MTCs is discussed. In particular, it is verified that the CMB
subchannel can be efficiently exploited in order to transmit
signature packets and therefore in order to enable joint medium
access and rateless transmissions, while reducing or even
eliminating preamble sequences.

In practical MTC schemes actual packet collisions may
happen, especially if the transmission takes place in a grant-
free manner. To evaluate the appropriateness of STSM in
such practical systems, its performance is examined in the
extreme case where two users always collide (similarly to a
two-user multiple access channel). In particular, we focus our
evaluation on the most challenging case where the two users
collide in a synchronous manner. Namely, we focus on the case
where for traditional, preamble-based approaches, either the

preambles or the payload will interfere with each other. Still,
for completeness, we also examine the error-rate performance
of the signature information of preamble-based schemes, when
the corresponding preambles interfere with data (i.e., in the
case of asynchronous transmission), which as we show, is the
less challenging case for such approaches. It is significant to
notice that when STSM-based methods are applied, it does not
matter if the system is synchronous or asynchronous, since
all cases, in the absences of preambles, only the payload
part will interfere. Section V-C shows that STSM is robust
to collisions, and by exploiting the “rateless” aspects of our
system, significant throughput gains can be achieved compared
to traditional time-division-multiple access (TDMA) systems
that avoid collisions, as predicted in the framework of the
multiple access channel.

For the conducted simulations, and since we focus on
challenging transmission scenarios, BPSK is used for mod-
ulating the conventionally transmitted bits. Still, STSM is
directly applicable to two-dimensional constellations. In all
performance evaluations, the transmitted power is normalized
to unity. We assume no channel knowledge at the transmit-
ter but perfect knowledge at the receiver side. The 2 × 2
channel is modelled as a temporally and spatially uncorrelated
frequency-flat Rayleigh channel, and remains constant within
a block-size. For rateless systems, Raptor’s inner LT code is
generated according to Raptor RFC 5053 standard [41], and
rate 0.95 LDPC pre-code with left regular distribution (node
degree 3 for all nodes) and right Poisson (check nodes chosen
randomly with a uniform distribution) is used. Belief propa-
gation decoding is performed with forty iterations [35].

A. Performance Gains of Uncoded STSM

In Fig. 3 (a), the total uncoded BER performance (for
both CMBs and SMBs) of the STSM scheme is depicted
for L = 100 and various nsm values. It is illustrated that
when transmitting nsm = 4 additional bits, that corresponds
to throughput increase of G = 4%, no performance loss is
observed. Also, it is shown that for nsm = 20, a throughput
gain of up to 20% can be attained without practically affecting
the overall BER performance. Fig. 3 (b) shows the uncoded
BER performance for each of the multiplexed information
subchannels (i.e., CMBs and SMBs) of previous figure. It is
shown that SMBs are more reliable than CMBs. For fixed L,
the reliability of SMBs increases for lower nsm due to the
increase in Euclidean distance between codewords.

Fig. 4 shows the uncoded BER performance and associated
throughput gains for the CMBs and SMBs of STSM with
nsm = 12 and several block lengths L. The error-rate perfor-
mance of SMBs improves significantly as the block length is
increased due to the increase in the Euclidean distance between
codewords in the same manner as in previous figure i.e., as nsm

is lowered with fixed L. As L is increased, the detection
reliability of conventional modulated symbols (i.e., CMBs)
enhances and remains practically the same for block lengths
higher than 100 bits.

In Fig. 5, the performance of the STSM schemes with a
throughput gain of G = 4% that can be achieved by several
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Fig. 3. BER performance of the STSM scheme for several nsm values
(resulting in throughput gains G) and L = 100 versus traditional Alamouti
STBC: (a) Total BER (b) BER of the individual subchannels.

Fig. 4. BER performance of the CMBs and SMBs for several L (resulting
in throughput gains G) and nsm = 12 versus traditional Alamouti STBC.

L and nsm combinations is depicted. Here, three cases have
been considered. Using the analysis in Section III-A, it can
be easily verified that the achievable D2 is the same as long
as the nsm/L ratio remains constant. It is verified in Fig. 5

Fig. 5. BER performance of the CMBs and SMBs for constant nsm/L
resulting in throughput gain G = 4% using several nsm and L values versus
traditional Alamouti STBC.

Fig. 6. BER performance of the blindly detected CMBs versus traditional
Alamouti STBC.

that the performance is only a function of nsm/L. We also
showed in Section II-E that the complexity per channel user
is independent of the L and nsm values. Therefore, the crit-
ical design parameter is the nsm/L ratio and not the exact
L and nsm . Furthermore, in Section II-D, it is described
how the CMBs can be blindly (and therefore sub-optimally)
decoded without knowing L and the employed SMB-to-SMP
mapping function at the cost of a BER performance loss.
In Fig. 6, this performance loss is evaluated to be around 1 dB
for low to high SNR range.

B. Performance of STSM in a Multiuser
(Collision-Free) Environment

Fig. 7 compares the signature packet error rate (PER)
performance of STSM and preamble-based approaches when
transmitting nsig = 4 and 6 signature bits per packet. In par-
ticular, the error-rate performance with STSM and blocks of
L = 200, 600, and 1000 against an approach that utilizes
ZC preambles of Npr = 16 and 64 samples (which is the
minimum preamble that supports 4-bit and 6-bit packets)
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Fig. 7. Comparison of signature information PER for STSM (no preamble)
against ZC, GC, and CC preamble-based schemes: (a) preambles with
Npr = 16 (b) preambles with Npr = 64.

are compared. For the ZC sequences it is assumed that the
sequence is transmitted from one antenna, and at the receiver
side coherent detection of the transmitted sequence takes place.
The GC correlatable sequences are BPSK modulated and
space-time encoded. For the ZC preambles a unity root index
has been used and the chosen cyclic shift Ncs is set to one [37],
to obtain minimum preamble size for supporting 4 and 6-bit
packets i.e., Npr =16 and 64 samples, respectively. The results
for the GC preambles are only generated for nsig = 6 (and
Npr = 64) since for base 2q − 1 of preferred pairs used for
generation of GC, it is required that n is not divisible by 4 [40].
In addition, the signature PER performances of convolutionally
coded (CC) preambles of size Npr = 16 and 64, are shown
when they are also Alamouti space-time encoded.

For the signature packet length of nsm = 4, STSM
results in superior performance compared to preamble-
based schemes for broad range of SNRs. By comparing
Figs. 7 (a) and (b), it is shown that while for the higher sig-
nature packet length nsig = 6, the performance of preamble-
based schemes improves, the performances of STSM-based
schemes is degraded since the ratio nsm/L becomes smaller

Fig. 8. Achievable rate of the rateless systems with L = 200, employing
STSM schemes and preamble-based approaches in multiuser collision-free
environment.

(see Sec.III-A). However, even in such a case, as it later shown,
STSM can result in throughput gains due to the elimination of
the preamble overhead. For nsm = 6, the STSM scheme with
block of L = 600 yields almost the same performance as in
CC scheme and better than GC and ZC schemes in most of
the SNRs. Also, the STSM scheme with block size L = 1000
outperforms all examined preamble-based schemes.

Fig. 8 evaluates the achievable rate of one user in a collision-
free environment when using Raptor rateless codes for differ-
ent methods to encode each packet’s SI. All simulations are
conducted for message size of 1000 bits. The SI of nsig = 9
bits consists of 6 nid bits (to support 64 users as in the
mobile RACH), and 3 ns bits. Eight cases are considered,
all targeting the efficient delivery of the nsig = 9 signature
bits. The case where the signature information is perfectly
known, the case where all signature bits are super-modulated
and no preamble is used (denoted by SM(9), Npr = 0),
the case where the nine SI bits are transmitted as a preamble of
size Npr = 64 after being BPSK modulated, convolutionally
encoded with a rate 9/64 and space-time encoded (denoted
by CC(9), Npr = 64), the cases where all the nine bits are
mapped on ZC or GC preambles of size Npr = 512 (denoted
by ZC/GC(9), Npr = 512), the case where, in order to
reduce the ZC sequence size, we map the 6 nid bits on a
ZC of size Npr = 64 and the 3 ns bits on a ZC of size
Npr = 8, and we transmit them sequentially (denoted by
ZC(6+3) Npr = 64 + 8), as well as the cases where a
ZC or GC of Npr = 64 is used for mapping the nid bits,
while the ns bits are super-modulated (e.g., STSM is used to
reduce preamble overhead).1

Fig. 8 shows that only STSM-based schemes can approach
the “ideal” rateless throughput compared to all other solutions

1In all cases, if the number of packets required to correctly decode the
transmitted information exceeds the number of those that can be counted by
the available ns bits, the counting is re-initiated. In addition, if a signature
packet sequence is found more than once, the most reliable (in terms of their
soft metrics) is used.
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that are solely based on preambles. By super-modulating the
signature information, significant throughput gains can be
attained from low to high SNRs compared with all other
solutions, and the gain reaches more than 35% at high SNRs.
This gain is achieved despite the fact that the Signature-
Packet Error Rate for STSM is worse than the preamble-based
approach for the selected values of nsig and L (see Fig. 7).
If larger L (or smaller nsig ) values are used, the STSM-based
user identification becomes more reliable, and the STSM-
based methods outperform the preamble-based methods across
the whole SNR regime.

C. Performance of STSM for Two-Colliding Users

In this section, the performance of STSM under collisions
is evaluated. In particular, our target is to evaluate if STSM
is capable of exploiting inherent SNR differences between
machines/users, to reliably identify and then decode, first
the “strong” user in terms of SNR, and then the “weak”
one by means of successive-interference cancellation (SIC).
Equivalently, we are evaluating if STSM can result in such
a reliable SI identification that will enable realizing in prac-
tice gains that have been predicted in the theory of the
multiple access channel [42]. As already mentioned, for the
preamble-based approaches, we focus on the case where
the collisions take place in a synchronous manner, but for
completeness we also examine the error-rate performance of
the signature information of preamble-based schemes, when
the corresponding preambles interfere with data (i.e., in the
case of asynchronous transmission). As discussed, when
STSM-based methods are applied, it does not matter if the
system is synchronous or asynchronous, since all cases, in the
absences of preambles, only the payload part will interfere.

Fig. 9 shows the signature PER performance for nsig = 4
and 6 signature bits per packet, respectively. The performance
is shown for the strongest user since when collisions are hap-
pening this is the most likely user to be decoded. In addition,
when SIC scheme takes place the strongest user is decoded
first. For the schemes that use ZC and GC preambles two
scenarios are considered. The first scenario assumes synchro-
nous transmission, where the preambles collide with each
other (i.e., ZC+ZC and GC+GC), and the second scenario
assumes asynchronous transmission, where the preamble of
the strong user collides with the payload of the weak user
(i.e., ZC+payload and GC+payload). Fig. 9 shows that the
synchronous scenario is more challenging since the existence
of multiple correlation peaks makes the user identification
more challenging. It also shows that similarly to the collision-
free case in Fig. 7, for nsig = 4 STSM results in superior
performance compared to preamble-based schemes. In addi-
tion, similarly to the collision-free case in Fig. 7, for nsig = 6,
while the performance of preamble-based schemes improves,
the performance of STSM-based schemes is degraded due to
the smaller nsm/L ratio. Still, it is later shown that STSM can
result in throughput gains due to the preamble elimination.

Similarly to Sec. V-B, the attainable sum-rate of two users
employing rateless schemes with STSM in multiuser envi-
ronments under collisions are compared with, synchronous,
preamble-based approaches in Fig. 10. As also observed in

Fig. 9. Comparison of signature information PER for STSM (no preamble)
against ZC, GC, and CC preamble-based schemes in multiuser environment
with collisions: (a) preambles with Npr = 16 (b) preambles with Npr = 64.

the collision-free case, despite the fact that STSM-based user
identification is not the most reliable for the specific selection
of nsig and L parameters, the throughput provided from STSM
approaches is the closest to the ideal, due to the preamble
elimination. In addition, it is shown that hybrid approaches that
use two different methods to transmit SI can be significantly
degraded if one of the identification methods is not highly
reliable, due to error propagation (e.g., ZC(6), SM(3)).

By exploiting the “rateless” properties of the proposed
scheme additional gains can be attained by means of SIC.
When the strongest user is successfully decoded, its trans-
mitted signal is reconstructed and removed from the received
signal. Then, the detection of the second user is re-attempted.
Fig. 11 shows the achievable sum-rate for the two colliding
users with and without SIC, and compares the results with a
collision-free environments using TDMA [43]. STSM is used
to super-modulate the SI bits in all cases. Fig. 11 shows that
due to the rateless properties, we can always attempt to decode
each user, while treating the other user as noise. Then, gains
of up to 26% can be achieved compared to TDMA, where
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Fig. 10. Achievable sum-rate of the rateless systems with L = 200 employing
STSM schemes and preamble-based approaches in multiuser environments
with two colliding users.

Fig. 11. Achievable sum-rate of the rateless systems with L = 200 employing
STSM scheme in multiuser environments with two colliding users with and
without SIC versus TDMA.

only one user is transmitting at each time instant and further
gains of up to 25% can be achieved due to SIC.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The concept of Space-Time Super-Modulation has been
introduced that, for first time, enables joint medium access
and rateless transmission for machine-type communications
with reduced or even no preamble overhead. Due to its
rateless properties, such a scheme can exploit collided packets
resulting in significant throughput gains compared to systems
that try to avoid collisions (e.g., when TDMA is applied),
approaching the theoretical gains of multiple access channels.
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